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On To 2050 Plan Facilitate Partnerships for Service Sharing and Consolidation
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Transit providers, local governments, and the private sector should work
together to explore new ways to provide targeted, flexible and/or
on-demand service in EDAs, low density areas, and for seniors and people
with disabilities



2. Provide a detailed description of your
project. Explain what you are requesting
funding to provide; why the project is
needed; and how the project will
support strategies for goals selected in
questions #1. Please be concise.
(Project Description Narrative [+/- 500
words]):

Ray Graham Association's (RGA's) Comprehensive Transportation
Program (CTP) exists to provide safe, efficient and cost-effective
transportation to people with disabilities who participate in a variety of RGA
programs to take full advantage of life in the community. Practical public
transportation options for people with intellectual disabilities in DuPage
County are extremely limited.  RGA's Community Learning Centers and
most CILA or "group" homes are not located near public transportation
routes. Many people supported also have physical disabilities that require
wheelchair accessible vehicles and need assistance for all aspects of
travel. The physical challenges involved with accessing public
transportation would be a near impossible barrier for the people we
support. People supported are active members of the community; they
volunteer, work, attend worship services and participate in other civic
activities. Safe, reliable transportation and trained support staff to ensure
safe navigation are critical components of their lives.  This proposal seeks
to provide for essential transportation services to people with the most
significant disabilities. This is accomplished through the use of RGA's 76
vehicle fleet with drivers that have specialized training to handle the highly
complex needs and situations that may arise to address the needs outlined
in the HSTP Final Report. 
RGA provides services and supports to nearly 2,000 people with
intellectual and other types of disabilities annually. It is our mission to
empower people with disabilities to reach, grow and achieve. We endeavor
to provide supports that promote the development of independent living
skills through five primary areas-Employment, Life Skills Development,
Recreation, Family Support and Residential services. Accessible
transportation is central to health, wellness and quality of life for the people
the organization provides services to, as well as individuals served by other
human service providers.
RGA provides services to approximately 800 individuals who have access
to RGA's transportation services for daily living activities and health care.
The range of transportation needs vary from customized curb-to-curb, or as
we say, kitchen-to-kitchen for our population, demand accessible services
to dial-a-ride, to fixed bus routes.  The organization has built capacity
internally to assist people to find the most appropriate and affordable
transportation options internal and external to RGA.  
RGA's (CTP) supports the strategies for the following HSTP goals:
Goal #1-Establish Mobility Management and Travel Training Network.
"The RTA encourages applicants to apply for mobility management funding
to staff a Mobility Manager position to lead administration of individual
projects."  RGA is seeking support for mobility management of the RTA
transportation services that we manage.
Goal #2-Expand Service Areas and Hours. 
We strive to partner with other human service organizations to provide
transportation options in the community.  Actively, we are currently
partnering with DuPage Pads and Nami DuPage to assist them to provide
transportation.
Goal #7 Explore Collaboration/Consolidation of Similar Services
RGA is currently leading efforts to collaborate with eight organizations



through a study to evaluate the feasibility of coordinating transportation
services that will result in expanding the service areas and ridership along
with a possible reduction in cost. These goals were described as priorities
through RTA's HSTP as well through the PAC meetings.



3. What entity is currently or will operate
the service? Does your agency enter
into agreements with service providers?
(Operating Projects Only)

RGA's Comprehensive Transportation Program is operational through a
support team headed by leadership which is comprised of the Director of
Transportation, the Transportation Coordinator and Program Directors.
Direct Support Professionals are required to complete training courses and
graduate. Support team members in direct support roles drive vehicles as
well as work in all other job capacities related to supporting people with
disabilities. The drivers of the vehicles are responsible for following
schedules, safely storing the mobility equipment inside the vehicle and
maintaining records. The drivers are familiar with the adaptive equipment
within the vehicle itself in order to note any needed repairs. The drivers of
the RGA vehicles are familiar with the people they transport, understand
their unique challenges and know how to effectively communicate with
each individual. RGA strives for person-centered quality supports and
services in all our programs including transportation. Accredited by the
Council on Quality and Leadership since 1996 RGA routinely does an
extensive evaluation of all its supports and services to provide the best
outcomes for the people supported by RGA.
RGA has entered into MOUs with Little City Foundation, Clearbrook, CTF
Illinois and Community Service Partners, New Star, Blue Cap, Sertoma and
Park Lawn for the purpose to clearly identify the roles and responsibilities
of each party as they relate to the application for the collaboration
transportation research grant from RTA. RGA does not contract with others
to provide transportation services, however, we do have formal agreements
with Pace and Enterprise for vehicles and fleet management.



4. How does this project improve
access to other transportation services
that go beyond the project’s geographic
boundary?

RGA's CTP provides seamless transportation services without boundaries,
which makes this service unique and addresses vital, necessary and
life-fulfilling services for people supported by our programs. Transportation
to routine and specialty health care throughout the Chicago metropolitan
area and beyond is absolutely necessary. For example, Pace vans and
paratransit vehicles are being used to transport individuals to the Milestone
Dental Office in Rockford. This office is available to people supported who
require sedation for dental procedures. Some CILA residents are
transported to the Lutheran General Hospital in Park Ridge for specialty
Down syndrome and dementia related medical services. Vehicles have
also transported people outside of the project's geographic boundaries for
recreational outings that promote health and wellness. Occasionally, there
have been out of state recreational trips. RGA vehicles are used to
transport Special Olympics athletes to tournaments outside DuPage
County. Further, people supported are transported to volunteer with Meals
on Wheels delivering meals to the community's senior population and
annually volunteer through various programs nearly 4,000 hours per year
with an approximate value of $ 96,000.00.
People with intellectual and other types of disabilities tend to live an
isolated life.  Socialization and recreation are critical for a quality of life and
RGA supports people to attend sporting events, festivals, concerts at
Millennium Park and Grant Park and visits to Great America, Brookfield
Zoo and Lincoln Park Zoo as well as trips to Wisconsin and others outside
of our normal routes.
Generally speaking, it is challenging with travel outside of the county
because it must be coordinated.  RGA staff routinely link people to the Ride
DuPage program. Rides may originate in DuPage County and end at their
home or work address, which may be outside of DuPage County.
Obviously, that presents numerous challenges.  So, without the assistance
of our staff that serve as mobility navigators, people are unlikely to be
successful with a reliable transportation plan.  
When needed, depending on the capability of the person supported, Pace
fixed bus routes, Metra and taxi services that go beyond DuPage County
have been used and will be used for work trips and/or CLC
community-based activities.	
Through the RTA 5310 program, RGA is leading the development of a
study in the beginning stage that would extend the boundaries of
operational service and create a collaborative mobility management
program with eight other nonprofits in the RTA service area. This
collaboration meets the goals of RTA's HSTP:
        •	Facilitate Partnerships for Service Sharing and Consolidation 
        •	Ensure Equitable Transit Access 
        •	Improve the effectiveness and accessibility of demand response
services 
        •      Transit providers, local governments, and the private sector
should work together to explore new ways to provide targeted, flexible
and/or on-demand services in EDA's, 
                low density areas, and for seniors and people with disabilities.



5. How will the target population be
given priority on all project activities, if
the service is not restricted to the target
population?

RGA provides services for people with disabilities, many of whom are
seniors, and almost exclusively low income. Our services are designed to
meet their needs and certification of disability and income are requirements
to enter services.  All transportation options and changes to
transportation/mobility management services (including new capabilities)
are communicated to the people supported through their Direct Support
Professional and caseworkers. People with disabilities that RGA supports
are given priority in all activities related to the transportation services at
RGA.
RGA addresses Unmet Transportation Needs for Public Health, Wellness,
and Economic Development as shown in the Survey Summary in the HSTP
Plan through our current service model providing kitchen to kitchen
services, meaning the people supported require assistance all the way into
the building and even to the room that they are accessing. RGA offers ADA
accessible transportation options and trained drivers for people with severe
disabilities in DuPage County who would otherwise be homebound. These
services are offered on-demand 24/7 and 365 days per year through an
intricate dispatching system.
Through RGA's CTP, the transportation needs of people with
developmental and physical disabilities, including many people who are
also senior citizens, are met. RGA's
Employment Services team may receive referrals from the Division of
Rehabilitation Services to assist people with mental illness and military
veterans returning from service. In these cases, people may receive
assistance and guidance in accessing Ride DuPage services or receive
support from RGA's employment team in accessing public transportation. 



6. Describe how the project be marketed
to serve the target population and
promote public awareness? Include
information on how populations with
Limited English Proficiency will be
apprised of the project and whether
marketing materials will be available in
other languages.

RGA's CTP is a component of the array of services offered to potential
service recipients. Efforts are made to ensure that people with disabilities
and their family members or legal representatives have all the information
needed to make informed decisions about the care and support provided
by RGA staff members and programs, particularly about the transportation
services available.
During meetings with high school transition students (job preparedness
training), staff members describe the importance of person-centered
activities based on the individual goals of each day for the services
participant, with the focus of building interpersonal relationships. From
September through April each school year, RGA team members participate
in school district resource fairs, parent panels, Town Hall meetings,
legislator meetings, individual family meetings and presentations. During
these outreach activities, RGA's service offerings, which include
transportation services, is marketed to these families. As families indicate
interest, they are invited to bi-monthly RGA site tours to learn more about
programs and determine if there is a good fit for their loved one. A
screening/evaluation is completed as is a "dry run" (2-3 days) to determine
if there is a fit. We are currently hosting three large resource fairs at the
Wheaton Public library over several months to bring awareness to the
services, including transportation services, offered to people with
disabilities in the community. RGA actively seeks to be a strong community
partner and collaborator.
Finally, RGA executive leaders and senior staff members present at
conferences and other public forums and provide consulting services.
Adults are often referred to RGA after first connecting with Service, Inc.,
which is the case management and referral source, as well as the Division
of Rehabilitation Services, and are assigned an interpreter if necessary.
Spanish, Polish, and Hindi are languages that have been encountered in
the past. Internally, RGA has Polish, Spanish, Hindi, and American
sign-language interpreters. RGA also contracts with an external
interpretation service when the need arises for languages not normally
encountered. Nonverbal participants are evaluated, and a support team
works to create a solution which includes appropriate communication
formats, including audio, large font, photos, or other means, to allow the
person supported to be able to communicate to the best of their ability. 



7. How will this project utilize or
coordinate with public transportation
providers and /or other human service
agencies? If the project will not include
coordination, provide detailed
explanation.

Coordination and collaboration are necessary components of the programs
and services we offer. Given the wide range of individuals served by the
organization, our staff must coordinate with other public transportation
providers. As previously mentioned throughout the application, RGA
supports people with disabilities to travel by coordinating services with Ride
DuPage, Ride Will, Ride Kane, Pace dial-a-ride, fixed bus routes, Metra,
and various other municipal paratransit providers.  
RGA participates in the Pace Van Pool,and has done so for quite some
time. RGA's Human Resources department and the Transportation
Coordinator work closely with Pace to ensure that all Pace certified drivers
are drug tested and attend Pace certification training. Pace drivers must
also complete a physical examination annually. Buses have required lift
equipment to safely transport people with developmental, and in many
cases, physical disabilities. 
RGA has a long-standing partnership with the Illinois Department of
Transportation.  This partnership supports the organization to routinely
replace and maintain accessible vehicles that are critical to meet the
high-level needs of much of the population.
RGA received funding for a safety program through Union Pacific
Foundation for the people we support in FY2022. Through this program
participants learned about transportation safety in the community and took
several trips on the Metra trains as well as learning about stranger danger
and safety around railroad tracks. As part of this program, we invited RTA
out to educate us more on the resources they have available for people
with disabilities. Through this opportunity we learned that it is best to plan
ahead to be more aware of our routes. Metra is fully accessible, and one
car can accommodate up to three people who use wheelchairs. The
accessible cars also have accessible restrooms available for long trips or
as needed. We also learned about their updated Ride Free Cards,
Reduced Fare cards, and the Ventra App/Card. People supported were
very impressed with the resources and knowledge shared by RTA, and the
presenter was very interactive. RTA presented at two of our locations and
each time was phenomenal. RGA's Transportation Safety Training Program
is offered annually and involves accessing Pace fixed bus routes and Metra
train routes; participants also learn how to protect their money,
identification and respond to emergency situations.
RGA is presently collaborating with eight other nonprofit agencies in order
to coordinate trips and services through a study funded by the RTA. The
cost savings of this coordinated effort will lead to the possibility of
expanding service areas and the number of people served through
transportation. RGA earnestly seeks to work with RTA to address its
priorities and to be using RTA funds in a responsible manner to provide this
necessary service. Transportation to people with disabilities is much more
than vehicles and a function. Transportation is at the root of providing equal
access and equal rights to an underserved population in its quest to access
the everyday opportunities that you and I take for granted. RGA is a
champion for people with disabilities in the community and seeks to provide
person-centered opportunities that are made possible through
transportation services.



Further, RGA offers transportation services to NAMI DuPage and DuPage
Pads to allow for employment opportunities and the ability to access health
appointments for the people they serve. 



8. Describe your organization's
experience, knowledge, technical and
administrative ability, and financial
capacity to successfully and efficiently
manage federal grants? Specifically,
how will your organization manage this
project?

The key leaders of this project include our Director of Property and
Operations and Chief Financial officer. These two key leaders collaborate
with other key department heads to ensure proper training, execution of
daily functions, and quality standards meet or exceed expectations.

Ted Kendzora, Director of Property and Operations
Ted has 23 years of experience with facilities management and
Construction Management including regulatory compliance, fiscal and
capital budgets, has successfully managed all phases of large facility
renovation, and acted as Project Manager of a six-person crew for regional
construction projects. He has overseen CDBG, DCEO and all capital
projects and has headed transportation for RGA since 2021.

Amber Norman, Chief Financial Officer
With a Master of Business Administration from Northern Illinois University
and over 20 years of accounting and audit experience in public and private
industries, Amber oversees and directs all finance and business planning
activities at RGA, including the annual budget, operating and capital
planning. She currently administers the financials for RGA, including all
grants. She fosters the financial integrity and fiscal health of the
organization.

We manage this project by tracking mileage with Geotab tracking devices
and using this data for reporting to RTA. These devices are installed in
each vehicle. Once a team member completes the requirements, including
the Defensive Driving course, they will receive a Geotab fob. Any time that
the vehicle is driven, the Team Member must swipe their fob against that
Geotab tracker to initiate the electronic tracking via GPS for mileage
reporting. The IT Administrator pulls the monthly Geotab data, reviews and
verifies the data for accuracy. IT provides the monthly file to Finance for
review and billing. The CFO will repull the Geotab source data to verify
accuracy of mileage then submits billing and details to RTA to request the
match reimbursement on a monthly basis.



Please explain how you will gather and
report on identified performance
measures for this project and identify
any additional performance measures
that will be used.

Many factors are used to assess the performance and success of RGA's
CTP. 
Increase access to the community:  Most critical are the ways in which the
program allows people served to access their communities and meet their
person-centered goals. Many reporting processes are in place to determine
the goals of each person served as they relate to community integration
and the program-level goals related to community access. For program
leaders it is critical that vehicles are in good condition and available and
that the support team is able to coordinate multiple activities concurrently to
meet the needs of people served. A well-run transportation program is one
of the highest priorities of RGA's support team. It is impossible to support
people in a manner that promotes their health and well-being without the
availability of RGA's vehicle fleet of currently 76 vehicles that are utilized.
RGA is already a 24 hour/365 day per year on-demand service with no
defined geographic barriers. 
Maintain a reliable and quality fleet of vehicles: Vehicle maintenance and
safety are high priorities. Out-of-service vehicles create scheduling
hardships and also require shifting vehicles from program to program. This
can cause service delays and staffing issues. The right vehicle must be
available to transport a particular number of people and accommodate the
required number of wheelchair accessible positions. RGA's Vehicle Capital
Improvement Plan is maintained on an ongoing basis and captures the
following vehicle data: the number and type of vehicles required in total and
by program, the expected vehicles to be retired, vehicle safety data, data
related to vehicle maintenance, vehicle condition criteria and whether
vehicles are being driven optimally and/or whether vehicles should be
moved between programs.
Maintain the highest standards for safety and efficiency: Geotab reports are
maintained and reviewed by RGA's Human Resources team and benefit
the organization in many ways. Motorist Observation Reports (aka "How's
My Driving?" reports) help trainers and program leaders identify driver
issues, allow for in-depth research to determine driving patterns and can be
researched to determine vehicle locations. This may lead to safety
discussions with drivers, driver retraining and/or safety reviews. Information
collected from these activities is used to finalize the Motorist Observation
Report process. Quarterly reports will be generated for the benefit of
supervisory teams and will assist program leaders as they conduct driver
safety meetings and to ensure all driving requirements are achieved.
Safety Discussions using Geotab data also provide an opportunity to
recognize drivers with the best driving history. In the next year rewards for
those with exemplary driving history will be considered. In the event of a
vehicle accident, a hard stop or other situations, data collected is used to
ensure accurate reports are documented; available data allows for the
thorough investigation of accidents and vehicle damage.
RGA's Safety Task Force conducts formal reviews of all accidents both
preventable and not preventable. The Task Force updates new driver
training components including safety vests, accident reporting, safe driver
techniques, managing route modifications, marking/flagging driveways to
decrease driver errors/vehicle damage, proper use of lockdown equipment



and defensive driving (annual recertification).  Drivers are given defensive
driving training during their onboarding and orientation to RGA. The Safety
Task Force is continually available to assist drivers in addressing any and
all driving concerns.  
Pace reports are created and submitted monthly for Pace vehicles using
data collected daily as vehicles are driven. Pre/post trip inspection reports
are created daily for all non-Pace vehicles. Randomly, Pace requires a
vehicle specific usage summary to ensure vehicles are utilized according to
Pace requirements including how many miles the vehicles are driven with
passengers, without passengers (dead miles), the number of passengers,
time of day and addresses of starting and ending points for each trip. 
A preventative maintenance database includes oil change timing, lube and
tire rotation deadlines, timing of safety inspections, license expirations,
insurance claims and vehicle safety certifications. 
IDOT five-year reviews are conducted. Annually, the Section 5310 Annual
Certification of Use of Project Equipment report is completed for IDOT.
There have been no findings in past reviews. RGA must certify the use of
IDOT granted equipment and provide data on vehicle mileage and
condition, number of trips and riders with/without disabilities, elderly, and
non-elderly. The Transportation Coordinator creates new routes, as
required, and trains drivers as routes are implemented. Daily, weekly,
monthly, annual and five-year reporting is conducted internally (Executive
Leadership Team) and externally (IDOT, Pace) to review issue resolution,
process improvement needs, vehicle inspections/maintenance processes,
etc. RGA's support team will continue to ensure all required tracking
mechanisms are maintained to ensure timely and accurate data capture.
Further, our annual mileage on RTA reports has increased 11% from FY22
to FY23. We aim to increase transportation and mileage as we continue to
transition back to more community involvement and activities as individuals
are more comfortable post-pandemic. 
Increase community partnerships: RGA has numerous community partners,
many of which have already been described throughout this proposal. We
intend to further expand capacity in this area to facilitate greater
collaboration.



Existing 2022 12

Projected in 2023 12

Projected in 2024 14

Please explain how you will gather and
report on identified performance
measures for this project and identify
any additional performance measures
that will be used. Please provide details
on how you derived at your projections
(explain how you will extend service
boundaries, hours of operation, and
increase ridership).

Increase collaboration to expand service capacity: RGA is leading efforts
for a collaboration study with eight other similar human services
organizations for transportation services that seek to expand service areas
and ridership along with the possibility of reducing costs. The purpose of
this study is to address RTA's HSTP goals.
The project focus was described to:
•	Develop Service Expansions/Improvements as well as different designs
for mobility management services tailored specifically for people with I/DD
that can be substantiated by the savings realized.
•	Develop an Implementation Plan and budget for those improvements and
new services. RGA is currently gathering data and organizing information in
our internal database to support the collaboration study.
RGA is a community partner willing to offer support needed to vulnerable
populations. We currently offer transportation mobility management
services to NAMI DuPage and DuPage PADS and have offered services to
other human services organizations in the community in the past. We will
continue to be good community partners and seek to offer support to
others.
Increase ridership: Our Geotab reporting includes the date and time for
each start and end point of every vehicle trip. Management can review the
Geotab data to track extended hours and services areas. Because of the
complex medical needs of the people we support in our residential
program, there were 4,877 trips for medical purposes in FY 2022 alone.
Work trips, which include trips from the CILA to the day services for those
supported were 104,00 trips in FY 2022. Further, for social and recreational
purposes, there were 30,890 trips. These valuable services provided to the
people we support through our grant from RTA greatly impact the health
and quality of life for the people under our care and provide them with the
opportunity to be fully included members of the community. We saw a
reduction in the ridership numbers following the closure of our Specialized
Living Center in Addison. However, our ridership numbers continue to
improve post pandemic and we see them continually increasing in the near
future.

2021: Seniors 65 years of Age and Over
(Projects Serving Seniors)

60

2022: Seniors 65 years of Age and Over
(Projects Serving Seniors)

63

2023: Seniors 65 years of Age and Over
(Projects Serving Seniors)

65



2024: Seniors 65 years of Age and Over
(Projects Serving Seniors)

70

2021: Individuals with Disabilities *800 reflected of total number of people who can access transportation.

2022: Individuals with Disabilities 568 Actual ridership

2023: Individuals with Disabilities 600 Actual ridership

2024: Individuals with Disabilities 625 Actual ridership

2021: General Public 0

2022: General Public 0

2023: General Public 0

2024: General Public 0

2021: Total 860

2022: Total 631

2023: Total 665

2024: Total 695

Existing operating hours (2022) Monday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Tuesday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Wednesday12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Thursday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Friday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Saturday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Sunday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.

Projected expansion hours (2023) Monday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Tuesday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Wednesday12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Thursday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Friday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Saturday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Sunday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.

Projected Expansion Hours (2024) Monday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Tuesday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Wednesday12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Thursday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Friday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Saturday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.
Sunday	12:00 a.m.-11:59 p.m.



Number of New riders expansion hours We will continue to pursue community partnerships for our transportation
services and are seeking to expand service areas and new riders with the
collaboration grant.

Existing 2022 DuPage County

Projected 2023 DuPage County

Projected 2024 DuPage County

Existing 2022 DeKalb
Cook
Kane
Winnebago
Wisconsin

Projected 2023 DeKalb
Cook
Kane
Winnebago
Wisconsin

Projected 2024 DeKalb
Cook
Kane
Winnebago
Wisconsin

List of Partners 1. NAMI Dupage
2. DuPage PADS
3. Little City Foundation
4. CTF Illinois
5. Clearbrook
6. Community Service Partners
7. Park Lawn Services
8. Sertoma Center
9. Blue Cap
10. Ride DuPage

Interagency Agreement 1.In-Progress
2.In-Progress
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Yes
6. Yes
7. Yes
8. Yes
9. Yes
10. Yes



County(s) 1. DuPage
2. DuPage
3. Cook, Lake and DuPage Counties
4. Will, Cook Counites
5. Lee,DeKalb, Stephenson, Winnebago, JoDaviess, Ogle, Boone, Cook,
Lake,Will, Kankakee, Grundy,Kendall, Kane, McHenry, DuPage

6. Cook, Will Counties
7. Cook County
8. Cook County
9. Cook County
10. DuPage County

Please explain how you will gather and
report on identified performance
measures for this project and identify
any additional performance measures
that will be used.

RGA is actively adding new human services partners for increased
collaboration, coordination, and efficiency of services.  

RGA is engaged in the collaboration grant project that explores
collaboration and consolidation in transportation services with eight other
organizations and the possible reduction in costs of such a program and its
feasibility. The project proposal expresses:

•	The collaborative efforts of eight human service agencies that provide
transportation to people with developmental disabilities, all of which have
transportation programs focused on transporting individuals to their
agencies, to training sites, and to work sites; and

•	The exploration of possible ways that route consolidation -- and agency
transportation services in general, including supporting services, driver
training, software/technology, etc. - can be better coordinated, if not
consolidated. We plan on taking the best practices of each organization
and implementing a more cost-effective operating plan.

The performance metrics for Goal 7 will include the cost efficiencies
estimated for the recommended consolidation/coordination efforts, and the
new trips that can potentially be afforded by those "savings." The possibility
of this extensive collaboration/ consolidation for area wide similar nonprofit
organizations will fulfill the priorities as set by RTA in its HSTP.
The geographic reach of this proposal includes Cook, DuPage, Will, Kane,
Lake and McHenry Counties which will cover the six county RTA priority
regions as well as some surrounding areas.

Federal 50% 582965

Local 50% 582965

Federal 50% 600454

Local 50% Match 600454



Federal 80% 0

Local 20% 0

Federal 80% 0

Local 20% Match 0

Federal 80% 0

Local 20% 0

Federal 80% 0

Local 20% Match 0

Federal 80% 0

Local 20% 0

Federal 80% 0

Local 20% Match 0

Federal 80% 17045

Local 20% 4261

Federal 80% 17557

Local 20% Match 4389



Describe the methodology used to
develop the above budgets.

The budget for operating expenses was developed using the provider's
current approved Direct Cost Allocation calculation adjusted to reflect the
most recent costs including:
-	Wages: Geotab data for the last rolling 12-months (March '22-February
'23) including actual driving time x current base wage rates
-	Fringe: Calculated at 26% of wages consistent with provider's current
approved DCA calculation
-	Vehicle Fuel: Rolling 12-months of actual fuel cost for March '22-February
'23 for RTA vehicles consistent with provider's current approved DCA
calculation
-	Vehicle Repairs & Maintenance: 2022 12-months of actual repair and
maintenance costs for RTA vehicles consistent with provider's current
approved DCA calculation
-	Vehicle Safety: Rolling 12-months of actual vehicle safety cost for March
'22-February '23 for RTA vehicles consistent with provider's current
approved DCA calculation
-	Vehicle Insurance: Rolling 12-months of actual vehicle insurance cost for
March '22-February '23 for RTA vehicles consistent with provider's current
approved DCA calculation
-	Vehicle Leases: Actual vehicle lease cost for July '22-February '23 then
used YTD average for March-June for RTA vehicles consistent with
provider's current approved DCA calculation
-	Vehicle Licenses: Actual vehicle license cost for current fleet including
renewal cost and fees consistent with provider's current approved DCA
calculation

Total annualized costs listed above sum to $1,131,971.33. Based on
geotab total mileage of 391,582 miles driven during the rolling 12-months of
March '22-February'23, the Direct Cost Allocation cost per mile would be
$2.89.

The budget for Mobility Management was developed using current labor
costs for associated positions including fringe.

File https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/14514620764

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/14514620764
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